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Abstract– Dense stereo correspondence has been intensely studied 
and there exists a wide variety of proposed solutions in the 
literature. Different datasets have been constructed to test stereo 
algorithms, however, their ground truth formation and scene types 
vary. In this paper, state-of-the-art algorithms are compared using 
a number of datasets captured under varied conditions, with 
accuracy and density metrics forming the basis of a performance 
evaluation. Pre- and post-processing disparity map error reduction 
techniques are quantified. 
Keywords – stereo vision; dense stereo correspondence algorithms; 
dense stereo evaluation; pre- and post-processing error reduction.  
I.  INTRODUCTION 
Photogrammetry can empower machine systems with a 
high-level understanding of scene geometry. This tool makes 
measurements on 2D digital images and videos, extracts the 
location of surface points and infers 3D geometric models of 
scene objects. This passive imaging technique involves 
acquiring images from multiple viewpoints, calibrating 
projective camera models, removing distortions, matching 
pixels between the different views and subsequently mapping 
2D pixel locations into 3D coordinates [1]. 
A popular configuration of multiple viewpoint image 
acquisition can be achieved by horizontally translating a dual 
camera system of known centre offsets (baseline). This static 
stereo configuration can exploit the projective geometric 
relationship of both views, simplifying the rectification 
calculation. The stereo pair provides a shift in corresponding 
pixels, i.e. a relative pixel distance called a disparity. By 
collecting the disparity information of each pixel in a single 
image, a dense disparity map can be formed. Much of the work 
in stereo computation today follows Scharstein and Szeliski’s 
dense stereo taxonomy, i.e. generating disparity maps using 
epipolar correspondence searches and quality checking their 
accuracies against ground truths (GT) [2]. Algorithms are often 
optimised and evaluated against a single standardised dataset of 
similar environmental conditions [3]. 
The purpose of this study is to investigate state-of-the-art 
dense stereo correspondence algorithms, empirically evaluate 
their performance under varying scene conditions, and identify 
error reduction techniques. Error reduction is presented for two 
of the taxonomy stages: pre-processing priors that ‘clean’ input 
images and post-processing refinement of disparity outputs. 
II. RELATED WORK 
A. Solving the Stereo Correspondence Problem 
Given calibrated images with removed projection 
distortions, an individual camera’s pixel locations can be 
related to real-world coordinates. Two calibrated cameras with 
a fixed known horizontal baseline, can be stereo rectified. The 
distances and angles between them can therefore be corrected, 
ensuring epipolar lines are collinear and parallel to a reference 
image axis [4]. With these transformations, the corresponding 
point locations between both views are quantified by a 
horizontal pixel shift distance – a disparity. Densely solving the 
correspondence problem and generating a disparity for each 
reference pixel is an inverse problem illustrated in Fig. 1. 
Pre-processing techniques can remove image distortions, 
decrease sensor noise and enhance the features that algorithms 
need to produce reconstructions. Techniques analysed include: 
illumination normalisation [5], image smoothing and denoising 
[6][7], edge feature enhancements, and regional segmentation. 
Generally, stereo algorithms require inputs to be calibrated and 
rectified prior to any custom pre-processing or calculations.  
The matching cost provides a similarity measure between 
individual pixels or neighbourhoods, from both views. This 
process is often integrated into the local aggration or global 
optimisation stages. These costs have been categorised into 
three classes in [8], namely: parametric matching costs (PMC), 
non-parametric matching costs (NPMC) and mutual 
information (MI). PMC methods infer similarity from a set of 
pixel intensities, with common approaches being the absolute 
differences (AD), an AD variant created by Birchfield and 
Tomasi (BT) [9], a normalised cross-correlation, and others. 
 
Fig. 1. Dense Stereo Correspondence Process 
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Alternatively, NPMC methods which include the rank and 
census transform filters, measure similarity from the spatial 
structure and relative intensity ordering of neighbours. Lastly, 
MI is a comparative measure of the entropy and joint entropy, a 
function of window randomness (or texture) [10]. Calculating 
similarity costs for each pixel across a disparity range, Dr, 
registers a disparity space image (DSI). Each reference pixel in 
the DSI contains a correspondence, not including occlusions, 
and requires a search function to select the relevant location. 
Local methods aggregate across windows or unconstrained 
regions while shifting supports across Dr. Windowed supports 
may include fixed sized or adaptive squares, shiftable 
windows, oriented rods, or adaptive weights [11]. Non-window 
shapes such as colour segmentation and boundary-guided 
approaches have improved accuracies over windowed 
approaches, however, increase in runtime. Selecting the local 
disparity is calculated with a simple winner-takes-all (WTA) 
calculation; i.e. the minimum cost across Dr. Local approaches 
while being quick to compute, suffer in accuracy due to 
support sizes that sample into disparity discontinuities [11]. 
Global methods apply optimisation techniques to define a 
disparity function that minimises a global energy, following a 
Markov Random Field (MRF) energy framework. The best 
energy minimisation thus selects the best relationship between 
random variables to define the energy. The disparity function 
comprises of explicit data and smoothness terms, defined from 
the matching cost and relationship between direct pixel 
neighbours. The final disparity is also selected using a WTA 
approach for all disparities in Dr. Approaches that follow such 
a framework include stochastic optimisation and gradient 
descent, dynamic programming (DP), Bayesian inference (BI), 
graph-cuts (GC) and belief propagation (BP) [12]. As shown 
on the Middlebury evaluation site [13], global accuracies are 
better than local ones, however, solving these problems over 
2D search spaces are NP-hard and thus take longer to compute. 
Lastly, the post-processing techniques of [2] are applied 
onto the disparity map, attempting to improve estimates. 
Consistency cross-check methods identify occlusions and 
mismatches, labelling and removing the bad pixels. Peak 
removal techniques are also used to filter small regions of large 
disparities. The removed pixels thus create holes that can be 
filled, whereby interpolation is computed from background 
pixels as the foreground is responsible for occlusions. 
Additional smoothing, adjustments at discontinuities, and 
subpixel estimations are made to improve the accuracy and 
resolution for the final disparity map output.  
B. Datasets and Evaluation 
Four datasets of varying environmental and rendering 
conditions are used to test the algorithms in Section II-C, 
illustrated in Table I. The datasets provide pre-rectified images 
and ground truths of expected disparity ranges.  
The Middlebury dataset is comprised of three different 
types of images, where only the right image view is subjected 
to a lighting or exposure modification. The Tsukuba dataset is 
formulated with four lighting source variations: daylight 
sunlight, fluorescent bulbs, only turning the scene lamps on, or 
superimposing the capturing camera with a flashlight. 
TABLE I.  DATASET TEST CONDITIONS 
Dataset 
Environment Type Render Type 
Indoor Outdoor Real Synthetic 
Middlebury 2014 [14] ✓  ✓  
Kitti [15]  ✓ ✓  
Sintel [16] ✓ ✓  ✓ 
New Tsukuba [17] ✓   ✓ 
Algorithm performance evaluation is based on two metrics: 
the density of the output map and the accuracy of disparities, d, 
located at coordinates, (x,y). The density metric simply 
compares the number of output pixels against the available 
ground truth pixels. The accuracy is an aggregation of the 
following metrics against their maximum ground truth error, 
whereby  represents the number of valid disparity pixels: 
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Here  is the threshold, repeated for . 
4. The disparity error quantile in pixels 
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For input distribution X, the number of pixels, x, greater 
than quantile value,, is returned, for . 
C. State-of-the-art Algorithms 
Six stereo algorithms are analysed in this paper, with 
implementations chosen from varying classes of local and 
global strategies. The authors’ implementations of the 
following algorithms are processed:  
In this paper, the OpenCV Semi-Global Block Matching 
(SGBM) algorithm is adopted as the standard of comparison 
[8], due to its wide implementation. This DP variant pre-
processes image gradients with a Sobel filter and computes 
window costs with the BT measure [9]. The DSI is optimised 
across 16 pathways (as opposed to DP’s 1) and provides all the 
above-mentioned post-processing measures. Additionally, a 
mean-shift defined segmentation filters out untextured regions. 
The Efficient Large Scale Stereo Matching (ELAS) algorithm 
applies a naive Bayesian inference model to compute 
correspondence on high resolution images, achieving a runtime 
faster than our SGBM benchmark [18]. Sobel-filtered inputs 
are combined with L1 distance vectors to provide a regular grid 
of sparse points. Along with their Delaunay triangulated 2D 
mesh, these points are cross-checked and thresholded to 
provide piecewise linear priors. A Maximum-a-Posteriori 
(MAP) estimate is applied, to calculate a unique non-zero 
probability output for each pixel within neighbouring supports. 
Cross-checking, peak removal and piecewise constant hole 
filling methods also refine pixels within support range. 
The second version of Kolmogorov and Zabih’s (KZ2) 
stereo GC approach minimises a four-term disparity function 
[19]. The additional terms include penalties for occlusions and 
non-unique correspondences. The smoothness constant 
enforces a piecewise constant disparity map, favouring front-
to-planar scene objects. The DSI representation is generated 
with a truncated BT cost, thereafter α-expansion moves 
iteratively decrease the global energy of all four terms until 
convergence. The output map detects and filters out occlusions 
well, while providing sub-pixel refinement by iteratively and 
hierarchically upsampling the image and Dr scale. 
Felzenswalb and Huttenlocher optimised a BP variant for 
parallel computation, implemented on the OpenCV GPU 
framework (O-BP) [20]. A weighted and truncated AD data 
term, and a truncated linear cost of neighbour smoothness are 
globally minimised. The most probable disparity label is, 
however, selected from a modified sum-product calculation. 
The data and smoothness costs are further represented by a 
truncated quadratic model, one that smooths and fills holes 
within the final output.  
The local cost-volume filter developed by Hosni, Rhemann, 
Bleyer, Rother and Gelautz (CostFilter), provides accurate 
results with a complete density [21]. A colour truncated AD 
and intensity gradient pixel cost is combined with an edge 
preserving colour boundary guided aggregation [6]. While 
aggregation and cost computation are fast to compute; 
generating the guided filter-based DSI bottlenecks runtime 
performance. The output is cross-checked and interpolates 
from the smallest epipolar line disparity. A weighted-median is 
applied to invalid pixels to remove streaking artifacts. 
Yang’s Non-Local Cost Aggregation Method for Stereo 
Matching comprises of aggregation supports on a Minimum 
Spanning Tree (MST) structure [22]. The tree is constructed 
with a 4-connected graph and image gradients are used as 
weights. Large weights are thresholded, resulting in a MST and 
minimising the sum of weights (distance metric) between graph 
segments. Similarity costs are adopted from the census 
transform in [8], and weighted per node distance. Lastly, post-
processing techniques are adopted from the CostFilter method. 
The top performing algorithm is selected for pre- and post-
processing error reduction tests. Pre-processing tests evaluate 
outputs against the contrast limited adaptive histogram 
equalization (CLAHE) in [5], the median filter, the bilateral 
and guided filter in [6], the total variation (TV-L1) filter in [7], 
and a Laplacian of Gaussian edge enhancement for both open 
and closed edges. Post-processing tests evaluate defaults 
against consistency cross-checked disparities, for 1D 
interpolation in [23] or 2D inpainting methods using finite 
difference models of partial differential equations (PDEs). [24]. 
III. RESULTS 
In this section, the six algorithms are processed across all 
four datasets, reporting on performances. Algorithm parameters 
are selected as per the authors’ optimisations in the literature. 
Fig. 2 illustrates the mean accuracies and densities of 
individually processed frames for each algorithm and a 
truncated ±2σ error region. The standard SGBM benchmark 
illustrates a mean accuracy of 79.8% and mean density of 
75.1%. With accuracy and density outputs of 84% and 86.4% 
respectively, ELAS is the only algorithm that outperforms the 
benchmarks in both categories. O-BP and CostFilter have 
densities above 95%, a general depiction of aggressive hole 
interpolation. Both have below standard, yet competitive 
accuracies. Part of their accuracy drop can be accounted for by 
an inverse dependency of interpolation accuracy on denseness, 
as inserting disparities into previously undefined pixels from 
disparity estimates automatically introduces errors. Despite 
their high densities, the low accuracies of KZ2 and MST 
principally indicate false/poor correspondences. 
The accuracy distribution of each algorithm for the 
different scene types, are illustrated in Fig. 3. The outliers (in 
black) represent points outside of a ±2σ range. Sintel contains 
substantial scene variations and large motion blur that results in 
poorly defined edges, increasing the distribution and number of 
outliers. The large distributions of O-BP and CostFilter in 
Sintel also subject to interpolation artifacts, as dense outputs 
are generated despite poor scene information. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Density vs Accuracy comparison for all algorithms across all datasets; dashed lines represent means and ellipses are ±2σ performances boundaries. 
Fig. 4(a) presents a harmonic mean for overall algorithm 
performance across the dataset types, i.e. the combination of 
both accuracy and density metrics. The sequence for which we 
expect the worst performance is the Middlebury-Lighting, as 
harsh shadows in right view are not matched in the left. The 
performance across O-BP and KZ2 is, however, worse for 
Middlebury-Exposure. Here, O-BP decreases in both accuracy 
and density, while KZ2 removes many mismatch pixels. Kitti 
has a high over overall performance, with the SGBM standard 
crossing an 80% mean threshold. This improvement is subject 
to GT sparsity, as LIDAR capturing techniques provide a GT 
image density of less than 50%. The CostFilter outperforms 
ELAS overall, with its density completeness offering greater 
value than ELAS’s high accuracy, for all conditions except 
Kitti and Tsukuba-lamps. MST’s internal parameters are 
optimised only for Middlebury, thus producing below standard 
performances all other datasets.  
Illustrated in Fig. 4(b) are combined harmonic means for 
the various image characteristics classified in [2]. The relative 
performance for all conditions are reflective of the GT, except 
occlusions. Here, the performance decrease of SGBM and KZ2 
are due to low densities, as occlusions are largely removed. In 
ELAS however has a lower accuracy, as the piecewise-linear 
smoothness is propagated across edges and into occlusions for 
those gradients that poorly identify disparity discontinuities. 
Given the lower computational time of ELAS compared to 
CostFilter, error reduction techniques are tested thereon. The 
effects of post-processing outputs are illustrated in Fig. 5(a), 
comparing consistency cross-checked disparity maps and hole 
interpolating those crosschecked images. The accuracy and 
density dependency introduces a difficulty in quantifying 
overall performance, as removed pixels are now directly 
compared to pixels with disparities. Despite comparing fewer 
disparities to the GT, a cross-checked default identifies 
mismatches, decreases density and increases in accuracy, as 
expected. The 1D hole-filling methods expect the smallest-
neighbour interpolation to provide the best results, as per the 
literature. A negligible performance gain is shown, as the 
difference between the initial estimation and GT dominates 
accuracy. A smallest-neighbour interpolation is suggested for 
occlusions, whereas a cubic interpolation for mismatches. The 
2D inpainting of invalid pixels provide higher densities and 
lower accuracies due to extrapolation and filling of larger holes 
along image borders. As illustrated, the  plate interpolation 
(in purple) generates the worst result as hole borders have a 
ringing effect that truncates and fails to provide density 
completeness. The spring and nearest-neighbour averaging 
provide improved performance over PDE approaches. 
 
Fig. 3. The accuracy distribution for all algortihms, across the different dataset condition types 
 
Fig. 4. (a) The combined density and accuracy harmonic mean for different dataset types; (b) The combined harmonic mean across image characteristics 
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 Fig. 5. (a) Consistency cross-checking and variaous hole-interpolation post-processing for ELAS; (b) ELAS pre-processing for increasing parameter aggression 
Fig. 5(b) illustrates ELAS pre-processing performance for 
methods of increasing parameter aggression, described in Table 
II. A direct comparison of technique are difficult, as 
incremental parameter aggression values are independent of 
one another and their selection determines performance. Values 
were empirically tuned to identify an optimal and demonstrate 
any accuracy gains alongside the negative effects of increasing 
aggression. Overall, a small accuracy gain of up to 0.5% can be 
achieved by a 3x3 median, and edge enhancement provides a 
density gain of up to 2.5%. The results show that the guided 
and TV-L1 filters outperform the widely-used edge-preserving 
bilateral filter, with the added advantage of better runtime.  
While generally there is not much benefit to pre-processing, 
Fig.6 illustrates value in filtering the poor lighting conditions 
of Tsukuba. To the human eye, CLAHE offers a better visual 
representation under poor lighting conditions, however the 
added reconstruction noise offers no accuracy benefit. All 
smoothing filters deliver better accuracies under flashlight 
conditions, with the guided filter smoothing best overall and 
the TV-L1 smoothing improving results by over 3.5%. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, accuracy metrics are dependent on the number of 
valid pixels and inflate results in the presence of fluctuating 
densities where undefined disparities are removed. A combined 
harmonic mean of density and accuracy metrics are therefore 
used to evaluate stereo algorithms on numerous datasets of 
varying formation conditions. Under this mean, ELAS provides 
a highly accurate solution that is fast to compute; an optimal 
candidate for daytime outdoor road-mapping applications and 
remote processing on portable hardware. CostFilter delivers a 
competitive and completely dense result, offering value in the 
presence of poor scene information and applications that are 
not processing-time dependent. Outside of a small median 
filter, pre-processing offers little overall gain. However, under 
varied lighting conditions there is value in the guided filter, 
while TV-L1 smoothing offers improvement for flashlight 
conditions. Post-processing via cross-checking and 2D hole-
filling propagates disparity estimates from consistent results, 
offering a high density gain solution at a minor accuracy loss. 
TABLE II.  PRE-PROCESSING PARAMETER AGGRESION 
   
Start Increments End 
Method Parameters 
Parameter Number 
1 1 20 
CLAHE Contrast clip limit 0.0002 0.0002 0.004 
Median Filter Square window size (pixels) 1 1 20 
Bilateral Filter Sigma_d Sigma_r 2 0.01 2 (repeat after 8) 0.1 (repeat after 0.05) 8 0.05 
Guided Filter Degree of Smoothing 0.002 0.002 0.04 
TV-L1 Filter Lambda 20 -1 1 
Edge Enhancement open/closed % enhancement closed 0.05 5 closed then 5 open 0.05 (repeat after 0.5) open 0.5 
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 Fig. 6. ELAS Tsukuba pre-processing comparison for all four lighting variations. 
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